CUBE Installation Guide
Getting started
The CUBE model is a completely self-contained device, requiring only a constant power and ground to operate. Within
the case are two antennas for both GPS data and GSM/GPRS communication. This device is easily installed in a
concealed location under the dash.

Installation
The CUBE requires constant power to operate properly. The red wire will need to be connected to a constant 12v+
source. This can be easily located under the dash; fuse panels are good places to start, as well as the thicker gauge wires.
The white wire will be connected to an Ignition Only 12v+ source. The black wire will need to be connected to a solid
ground. Always use a bolt directly connected to the chassis to ensure a good ground. Using smaller bolts connected to
secondary frames will result in occasional power loss.
Remember to always test
the red wire in all key
positions to ensure the
voltage never drops
during normal operation.

Mounting
When mounting the CUBE, the label side needs to face down, and there should be no metal above the device. The
device’s internal antennas will be able to get signal through plastic, glass, and the dash, but metal objects can interfere.

Powering up
Once the wires are attached and the device is mounted, plug the harness into the device to power it up.
Once powered up, the LED indicators will show a fast flashing green indicating good GPS signal and a slow flashing blue
for good cellular coverage. If the green light remains solid, you are not getting a GPS signal. It may take 5 minutes to get
a GPS lock, but if you are unable to after waiting a minute or two, reposition and try again.

LED Troubleshooting
Green
Solid– No GPS
Flashing Green – Good GPS
Blue
1 On, 3 Off – Good Cellular Coverage
1 On, 1 Off – No Cellular Coverage
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